A growing interest in organic field effect transistors (OFETs) has emerged in past years due to their potential applications in electronics where low-cost, large area coverage, and structural flexibility are required. 1 OFET single crystals are found to give the highest mobilities largely due to their regular molecular ordering that permits extensive intermolecular orbital overlap to occur. Crystalline pentacene is probably the most widely studied organic semiconductor and, because of its high performance (hole mobility of 1.5 cm 2 /(V‚s)), 2 has been the benchmark by which other OFETs are measured. In this paper, we report on a theoretical study to understand the high mobility found in dithiophene-tetrathiafulvalene (DT-TTF) transistors, 3 with respect to that known for pentacene, using an extended measure of the reorganization energy. We demonstrate that the molecular packing is a key factor in assessing hopping mobilities. The relationship between crystal structure and transport properties of a material, crucial to understand for the rational design of new OFET materials, is thus elucidated.
Most attention for improving the mobility of OFETs has been placed on the development of improved device fabrication techniques. 8 Other feasible strategies have attempted to increase the relatively small intermolecular orbital overlap found in pentacene by directed functionalization, 9 or by searching for new materials with high intermolecular electronic coupling and low λ. Recently, we reported a very high mobility of 1.4 cm 2 /(V‚s) for a DT-TTF single-crystal transistor prepared using a simple room-temperature drop casting technique. 3 Similar to pentacene, DT-TTF is a small conjugated, symmetric molecule (Chart 1). The crystal packing of DT-TTF is also similar to that of pentacene, 10 although in DT-TTF there is a shifted-cofacial π-stacking as compared to a tilted π-stacking in pentacene. The outstanding device performance and the fact that DT-TTF can be easily processed opens new perspectives in the field of OFETs.
Considerable attention has been placed in finding correlations between λ and hole mobility for different compounds such as triphenylamine derivatives, biphenyl, and various compounds formed by fused aromatic rings. [11] [12] [13] The extremely low reorganization energy of pentacene, even compared to substituted pentacenes, was attributed to its higher symmetry and resultant more delocalized nature of the orbital from which an electron is removed. 5 We have performed density functional calculations to calculate λ reorg for the isolated DT-TTF molecule. All reported calculations were performed at a 6-31G(d,p)/B3LYP 14 level of theory using the GAMESS-UK 15 code. As reported before for similar TTF derivatives, 16 the DT-TTF molecule adopts a distorted boat conformation in the neutral ground state, but a planar conformation for the +1 charged state. However, as it is also known that neutral DT-TTF molecules crystallize with a planar conformation, 17 having a slightly higher energy than the boat conformation, we have calculated λ reorg employing both planar and boat neutral conformations ( Table 1) . The resultant λ reorg while keeping the molecule planar in the neutral state is significantly lower than the respective λ reorg value using † Ceramic Membrane Centre, DelftChemTech, TUDelft. ‡ Kavli Institute of Nanoscience, TUDelft. § Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona. the neutral boat conformation, consistent with the fact that the +1 charged molecule is also planar. The λ reorg value for the isolated planar DT-TTF molecule is also similar to that of other studied molecules, 7 but still over double of that calculated for pentacene. Considering both compounds have transfer integrals of the same order (see Supporting Information), their reported similarly high mobilities cannot be rationalized by the isolated molecular λ reorg values. The lowering of λ reorg for the more constrained planar DT-TTF molecule indicates that the local environmental steric packing of nearest-neighboring (NN) molecules may play an important role in maximizing the mobility of the DT-TTF crystal. Usually, reorganization energies are calculated with respect to isolated ground-state molecules, with the calculated results often compared to gas-phase photoelectron spectra. 5b Such studies explicitly exclude the electronic coupling between adjacent molecules in the crystal and, thus, may not always provide a good measure of relative crystal mobilities. Herein, we further calculated λ reorg of molecules while also explicitly considering how they interact with, and are constrained by, their specific local crystal packing. We consider DT-TTF and pentacene molecules both embedded by NN molecules taken in the primary charge conduction directions of the respective crystals. For DT-TTF, this entails a stack of three molecules along the b axis (Figure 1a) , and for pentacene, 18 this entails an array of five molecules encompassing both a + b and a -b crystal axes (Figure 1b) . 10a In each case, the peripheral molecules were fixed at the geometry of the respective crystal, while the embedded molecule was allowed to relax. In the case of the embedded pentacene molecule, we find there is very little difference in λ reorg with respect to an isolated pentacene molecule, indicating a weak dependence on intermolecular interactions. For the embedded DT-TTF molecule, however, a λ reorg of only 0.042 eV was obtained. This latter result is particularly surprising when comparing it to the λ reorg for an isolated planar DT-TTF molecule (λ reorg is found to be 82% lower in the embedded molecule), showing that, in addition to the steric constraint of the crystal packing keeping the neutral molecule planar, λ reorg has a strong dependence on the local intermolecular coupling. Comparing the embedded results, DT-TTF has λ reorg values of the same order of that of pentacene, which would help to explain the high mobility reported for DT-TTF single-crystal transistors. 3 In both pentacene and planar DT-TTF, the molecular geometries of the isolated molecules in the neutral state are almost identical to those of the respective embedded molecules. Comparing the corresponding embedded and isolated charged molecules, however, shows that although for pentacene there are small differences in bond lengths (max. 0.009 Å), for DT-TTF the embedded molecule has a significantly shorter central CdC bond (-0.040 Å) and shorter adjoining C-S bonds (-0.028 Å). This intermolecular-induced structural change further reduces the geometric relaxation needed going between charged and neutral molecules and thus also λ reorg . Calculations for an isolated DT-TTF molecule using the embedded geometries (λ reorg ) 0.094 eV) confirm that the λ reorg decrease is predominantly due to this structural change, which is likely caused by local intermolecular charge transfer from NN molecules to the central DT-TTF molecule assisted by the S‚‚‚S intermolecular interactions. This is supported by summing atomic charges on the embedded charged molecule which reveals a ∼72% decrease in the total charge. For the more rigid pentacene molecule, a similar charge-transfer effect is observed but without the accompanying λ reorg -lowering structural change. A previous study, estimating the contribution of orbital polarization and charge transfer of NN molecules to the total reorganization energy of molecular polarons in anthracene, employing a similar approach (fixed NN pairs of molecules) as used herein, also resulted in a comparably small reduction of λ reorg as we observe for pentacene. 19 Contrary to most other experimental and theoretical approaches, our extended methodology yields λ reorg for a molecule together with the stabilizing effect of local intermolecular interactions.
In conclusion, our calculations of the reorganization energies of both pentacene and DT-TTF molecules, including intermolecular interactions, yield very low λ reorg values, helping to explain the high mobilities reported for these crystals. We clearly demonstrate that local intermolecular interactions can have a strong influence on λ reorg values and, thus, hopping mobilities. This result is of high importance for the design of new OFET materials.
